We report observations of a new quasistatic nonequilibrium phenomenon in the density of electronic states (DOS) of a superconductor. Tunneling measurements of the DOS of ultrathin Al films, at the spin paramagnetically limited parallel magnetic field transition, reveal a strongly hysteretic DOS spectrum. We show that the hysteresis can be characterized as a quasistatic state memory effect in which the state of a film (normal or superconducting) is determined by its state prior to entering the hysteretic region. We also show that state memory can lead to the onset of superconductivity with increasing temperature, i.e., reentrance. PACS numbers: 74.76.Db, 74.25.Dw, 74.40. + k, 74.50. + r Recently it has been recognized that the superconductor to insulator (S-I) transition in disordered two-dimensional (2D) metal films is an important realization of a 2D quantum phase transition [1]. This has motivated a number of experimental investigations in which a perpendicular magnetic field is used to tune the transition in the zero temperature critical regime [2] . Curiously, however, there have been very few experimental studies of the S-I transition in which the magnetic field is applied along the plane of the film. Nevertheless, the parallel field interacts with superconductivity via a completely different mechanism than that of the perpendicular field [3] . Furthermore, the parallel field preserves time-reversal symmetry in a thin film [4] . Thus it can be a powerful probe of the underlying physics of the disordered, low-dimensional superconducting state.
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For thin metal films in a parallel magnetic field, the orbital motion of the electrons is suppressed by the film thickness. If the film thickness is much less that of the penetration depth, then the parallel critical field transition will, in fact, be mediated by the Zeeman splitting of the Cooper pairs. In metals with a small spin-orbit scattering rate, such as Al and Be, for instance [5] , the transition occurs when the Zeeman splitting, gm B H k , is of the order of the superconducting gap, D (m B is the Bohr magneton and g is the Landé g factor). This is the spin-paramagnetic transition. It has long been expected that in the case of no spin-orbit scattering, the spin-paramagnetic transition should be first order at low temperatures [4] . Early transport studies down to T ϳ 0.5 K have suggested that the spin-paramagnetic transition in Al films becomes first order at about 0.6 K, but no significant hysteresis was ever reported to substantiate this claim [6, 7] . More recently these experiments were extended to mK temperatures and it was found that the resistive critical field transition becomes hysteretic below T 270 mK in granular Al films [8, 9] and T 190 mK in nongranular Be films [10] . In the experiments described in Refs. [8] and [9] the critical field transition widths were about the same as the widths of the hysteresis loops. As a consequence, though the films could be brought out of thermodynamic equilibrium in the hysteretic regime, the nonequilibrium states were unstable and always exhibited a measurable time dependence. Some of the more exotic and unexpected manifestations of the time dependencies included stretched-exponential relaxations, avalanches, and self-organized criticality [11, 12] . Obviously, a deeper understanding of the spinparamagnetic transition and its associated dynamics is predicated on gaining some insight into the effects of disorder, film morphology, and transition width on the nonequilibrium behavior. In particular, it is still not known what dynamical properties of the hysteresis are intrinsic to the spin-paramagnetic transition and which ones are mediated by the details of the film morphology. Furthermore, hysteresis has been observed only in transport measurements of the spin-paramagnetic transition in highly disordered films. So it is still unclear as to whether or not the hysteresis is simply a disorder induced effect or is a more fundamental property of the superconducting condensate.
Obviously, to get at the above issues it would be best to probe the behavior of the superconducting condensate directly in substantially more homogeneous films than was used in the previous studies. Transport can give only an indirect measure of local superconducting characteristics [13] . In contrast, electron tunneling gives a direct areal probe of the microscopic superconducting properties of the film. In fact, at low temperatures the tunneling conductance is proportional to the density of electronic states (DOS) of the film [14] . With this in mind, we have made a detailed electron tunneling study of the spinparamagnetic transition in Al films that were engineered to have extremely sharp parallel critical field transitions. By ensuring that the widths of the transitions are much 0031-9007͞99͞83(18)͞3725(4)$15.00less than that of the hysteresis loops, we are afforded the opportunity to investigate the essential nonequilibrium quantum features of the spin-paramagnetic transition.
The Al films used in this study were made by thermal evaporation of Al onto fire polished glass microscope slides that were cooled to 84 K. The film area was 1.5 mm 3 4.5 mm and the typical film thickness was 2-2.5 nm. The films were deposited in a system with a base pressure of 2 3 10 27 Torr at a rate of 0.03 nm͞sec. Transmission electron microscopy was used for microstructural analysis of 5 nm thick Al films deposited onto cleaved NaCl crystals under the same conditions. High magnification micrographs revealed a dense polycrystalline structure with broadly distributed grain sizes, ranging from 10 to 40 nm. Electron diffraction studies showed a well-defined metallic diffraction pattern with a preferred 1-1-1 texture. The oxide layer appeared to be amorphous. The Al films used in this study had a transition temperature T c ϳ 2.7 K, parallel critical field H ck ϳ 6 T, and a tricritical point T tri ϳ 600 mK that were significantly higher than the previous values of T c ϳ 1.8 K, H ck ϳ 5 T, and T tri ϳ 300 mK obtained from anodized films [8] . Furthermore, the parallel critical field transitions were 5 times sharper than before. The tunnel junctions were formed by exposing the films to the atmosphere for 0.1-3 h in order to form a native oxide, then a 9 nm thick Al counterelectrode was deposited directly on top of the film with the oxide serving as the tunnel barrier. The junction area was 0.7 mm 3 0.7 mm. This technique produced tunnel junction resistances R J ϳ 1 to 1000 kV depending upon the exposure time and other factors. We were always careful to ensure that R J ¿ R film . The integrity of the junctions was tested by measuring the dc I-V characteristics in zero magnetic field at T 30 mK. The subgap impedance of a "good" junction was always greater than 10 8 V. Because the counterelectrode was relatively thick, it's parallel critical field was ϳ2.7 T whereas the film's critical field was ϳ5.8 T. All of the tunneling data presented in this Letter are either normal-insulator-superconducting or normalinsulator-normal tunneling. The films were aligned to within 0.1 ± of parallel by an in situ mechanical rotator. We have made measurements of the tunneling conductance as a function of the parallel magnetic field at low temperatures. At the critical parallel field the tunneling spectrum changes abruptly and displays a surprisingly complete hysteresis. This effect is clearly seen in Fig. 1 where we have plotted the zero-bias tunnel junction conductance G͑0͒ as a function of the parallel field at the critical field transition of a 1 kV͞sq Al film. The precipitous attenuation in G͑0͒ as the field is lowered through the transition is due to the sudden opening of the superconducting gap in the single particle density of states. As a consequence there is an exponential suppression of the zerobias tunneling conductance [14] . The finite conductance tail on the superconducting side of the transitions in Fig. 1 is probably a consequence of orbital depairing due to the field [14, 15] . The hysteresis in the DOS indicates that the nonequilibrium aspects of the transition are intrinsic to the superconducting condensate itself. Earlier tunneling studies of more inhomogeneous Al films fabricated via electrochemical anodization showed no such hysteresis in the DOS though their transport was hysteric [8] . Evidently the DOS hysteresis is much more sensitive to disorder and/ or inhomogeneities than the transport hysteresis.
In Fig. 2 we have produced a phase diagram by plotting the up-sweep and down-sweep critical fields as a function of temperature, where we define the critical field by the onset of a gap in G͑0͒. Using this diagram as a guide, we can further investigate nonequilibrium effects in the DOS. The dashed lines in Fig. 2 are provided to help the reader visualize the field and temperature cycles used in the experiments described below.
In order to test whether the entire DOS spectrum is hysteric we have measured the tunneling ac I-V characteristics at the spin-paramagnetic transition after two different field cycles at T 30 mK. Referring to the map in Fig. 2 , the first was taken after going from 5.97 to 5.80 T (a ! b) and the second after going from 5.57 to 5.80 T (d ! b) . The resulting tunneling spectra are shown in Fig. 3 and both were taken at the same magnetic field (H k 5.80 T). The difference between the two spectra in Fig. 3 is striking. The curve d ! b with the two large peaks on either side of V 0 is, in fact, representative of a superconducting spectrum in which the usual BCS DOS has been Zeeman split by the field. As first reported by Meservey et al. [5] the BCS conductance peaks are positioned at V D͞e 6 m B H k ͞e, where in our case D͞e ϳ 0.45 mV. The a ! b curve with the three small dips is the normal state tunneling spectrum. The origin of the anomalous normal state spectral features has been discussed elsewhere [16, 17] . The dual nature of the film at 5.8 T is interesting in that it implies that the system has a quasistatic state memory in which the state of the system (normal or superconducting) in the hysteretic region is determined solely by the system state prior to entering the region. This robust effect was observed in all samples which had a sharp, hysteretic critical field transition in transport. Furthermore the state memory effect was relatively insensitive to film resistance and tunnel junction impedance as can be seen by the spectra in the inset of Fig. 3 . The spectra in Fig. 3 were, in fact, very stable in time. We observed no discernible changes in the spectral features of either state over a 24 h period, indicating that the dynamical time scales are quite long in the interior of the hysteresis loop. Of course, at the very edges of the hysteresis loop we did see dynamical behavior. Interestingly, the state memory effect can be used as the basis of a novel superconducting switch by simply superimposing a magnetic pulse train on top of the static field. For instance, pulses of 60.2 T would switch the film between the normal and superconducting phases at 5.8 T.
The quasistatic character of the state memory suggests that there is a field dependent nucleation barrier of order T tri between the superconducting and normal phases. It seems likely that this barrier is a surface energy associated with the boundary between local normal (superconducting) domains and the surrounding superconducting (normal) phase. Electron exchange interactions may also play a role. In any case, our tunneling results compel one to believe that the quasistatic state memory is intrinsic to the transition and is, in fact, mediated by an unusual interplay between superconductivity and the system's spin degrees of freedom.
Referring back to the phase diagram in Fig. 2 , we note that the down-sweep critical field curve has a peculiar local maximum near 250 mK. A similarly strong maximum is also present in the spin-paramagnetic phase diagram of homogeneous Be films [10] . We have investigated this anomalous temperature dependence by first putting the system into a nonequilibrium normal state by ramping the field from a ! c. (The tunneling conductance remained unchanged over a 12 h period while at point c.) We then cut horizontally across the phase diagram by raising the temperature to point e and then point f at constant field. Shown in Fig. 4 are the tunneling spectra at points c, e, and f. Note that though the film starts out in the normal FIG. 4 . Reentrant behavior in the tunneling DOS as the temperature is raised at a constant field of H k 5.65 T. The curves were taken at points c, e, and f in Fig. 2. state at 30 mK, it actually enters the superconducting state upon warming to 230 mK. Upon further warming to 650 mK it then reenters the normal state. When the film was alternatively cycled from a ! c then c ! e and then back to e ! c it ended up in the superconducting state, indicating that the state memory is retained in temperature cycles as well as field cycles. We point out that this reentrance effect is not in any way related to commonly observed quasireentrance in granular superconducting films. This latter effect is reversible and is never manifest in the tunneling DOS [18] .
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the twodimensional spin-paramagnetic transition is a fundamentally hysteretic first-order quantum phase transition. The physical ramifications of this peculiar nonequilibrium aspect of the transition include state memory and reentrance, both of which are associated with the stability of the nonequilibrium phases in the interior region of the hysteresis loop. At present there is no microscopic theory for these effects.
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